
CITY OF CARPINTERIA
ARCHITECTURAL REVIE\il BOARD
Meeting of April 12,2012

Agendø ltem #2
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
PROJECT REVIE\il

Planner: Shanna R. Farley

Project Review: n Conceptual
Ø PreliminarylFinal

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This is a review of a request to revise an existing Sign Permit to include a metal coffee
cup sculpture affixed to Crushcakes' Carpinteria Avenue entrance awning as part of the
existing Planned Sign Program for the multi-tenant commercial building. The request
also includes a new sidewalk chalkboard sign and awning signs.

The proposed coffee cup sculpture is approximately 3 feet tall by 2 feet six inches wide.
The sculpture is made of recycled steel and affixed by brackets and bolts to the awning
above the front entrance along Carpinteria Avenue.

The proposed sidewalk chalkboard sign would be placed along the private sidewalk along
the Carpinteria Avenue frontage. The sign is approximately two feet wide by three feet six
inches high. The sign is constructed of a metal fi'ame. The sign would be placed daily to
advertise daily specials.

The proposed awning sign would be located upon the existing frontage awning. The
signage would include metallic silver vinyl words "espresso", "coffee", "cupcakes,', and
"food", affixed to the awnings faces. The existing awning measures 10 feet wide and 3
feet 10 inches deep. The proposed awning signage would include letters with a maximum
height of 5.4 inches. The proposed lettering would make use of the same font as
previously permitted wall signs.

Images of the proposed signs are attached as Exhibit A.

PROJECT HISTORY

Project:
Address:
APN:
Zoningz
Applicant:

The original project was
November 18, 2010, and

1O-1568 -ARB/SIGN
49 45 Carpinteria Avenue
003-261-010
Central Business (CB)
Shannon Noormand of Crushcakes

initially reviewed by
December 16,2010.

the Architectural Review Board on
Plans provided at the November 181h
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meeting included a concept drawing representing a cupcake sculpture located atop the
Carpinteria Avenue entrance canopy. Copies of the above meeting minutes are attached as
Exhibit B.

The Board generally agreed that the cupcake sculpture could be supported but they wanted
to see a more formal plan, including colors and materials before they would recommend
approval. The agent said that the applicant was considering a hammered metal, possibly
with no color, as a potential design. The Board felt that the sculpture should be
sophisticated and less whimsical and an all metal design might be appropriate.

At the Meeting of December 16th the applicants noted that the cupcake sculpture may be
put on hold until an artist could be identified to meet the design requirements set forth by
the ARB at the previous meeting.

On January 4,2011 the Sign Permit for the wall sign on Yucca Lane and a projecting
awning sign on Carpinteria Avenue were approved by the Community Development
Director.

The coffee cup sculpture was placed without the benefit of permits during the 2011
holiday season. Photos of the installed coffee cup sign are attached as Exhibit A.

PROJECT ANALYSIS

The coffee cup sculpture is considered a sign, and if approved would modify the Planned
Sign Program for the multi-tenant building. The proposed sidewalk and awning signage
would fall within the size limitations outlined for the tenant in the approved Sign Program.
The proposed signs are in keeping with the architectural style of the existing tenant space
and neighboring structures. Staff requests that the Board consider the applicant's proposed
revisions to the Sign Permit in light of the Boards previous comments.

RECOMMENDATION

The Board should comment on the issues raised above. If the Board feels the proposed
coffee cup sculpture and signs meet acceptable design criteria, the Board should
recommend approval to the Community Development Director.

ATTACHMBNTS

Exhibit A - Sign Diagrams and Images

Architectural Review Board Minutes for
November 18,2010 and December 16,2070

Exhibit B -
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Exhibit A

Sign Images
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Architectural Review
Board Minutes

November 18, 2010 and
December 161 2Al0



CITY OF CARPINTERIA
57 7 5 Carpinteria Avenue
Carpinteria California 93 0 1 3

meeting *aJ"àit"¿ iõ órdilãì f;iO pr". bi V/illiam Araluce, Chair.

Boardmembers present: Scott Ellinwood
Wade Nomura
Richard Johnson
William Araluce
Jim Reginato

NoneBoardmembers

OTHERS PRESENT: Two interested petsons were present.

ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARI)
Meeting Date: November 18,2010

ACTION MINUTES
The

PRESENTATIONS BY CITIZENS _ None
PROJECT REVIEW
1) Applicant: Al Winsor, for Crushcakes / Shannon Noormand Planner: Shanna Farley

Project Number: 1 0-1 568-ARB/SIGN
Project Location: 4945 Carpinteria Avenue
Zoning: Central Business (CB)

Hearing on the request of Al Winsor, for Crushcakes to consider preliminary/final review of a
request for a tenant signage for Crushcakes Bakery and Cafe and a modification to the existing
Planned Sign Program for the subject multi-tenant building to allow the requested sign types
to be permitted. The project also includes minor exterior modihcations to the façade of the
tenant space. Proposed signage includes painted raised letters applied to the sides of the
existing steel awning, a three dimensional steel cupcake sculpture placed atop the awning, a
painted wood sign aff,rxed to the front wall, a painted wood sign mural bolted to the side alley
wall, and a sign near the rear entry comprised of painted raised letters. The main body of the
building would be painted. This application shall serve to modify the existing Sign Program.
The project also includes repainting the exterior façade of the building, a new rear entrance
awning, a new electrical cabinet, new steel and glass rear doors, new wood fences, a new trash
enclosure and a new pergola structure near the rear entrance.

DISCUSSION:
Al Winsor, agent for Crushcakes explained a variety changes that would be made to the project including
changing the rear door from two doors to one, removing the rear awning, and removing the pergola
structure. He explained that the cupcake sculpture remained a simple concept until they decide on an
artist and a specific design; he explained that the rendering was meant to show the general idea behind
the sculpture and was not meant to show the exact details and colors.

The Board commented on a variety of the elements included in the proposal. The Board generally
agreed that the cupcake sculpture could be supported but they wanted to see a more formal plan,
including colors and materials before they would recommend approval. The agent said that the applicant
was considering a hammered metal, possibly with no color, as a potential design. The Board felt that the
sculpture should be sophisticated and less whimsical and an all metal design might be appropriate.
The Board rygggjþ,q_tþ!1þq ryUqllig!__b_q,:g!o_gq1ed towards the rear of the property or redesigned to
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be less "wordy" and busy. The Board agreed that the sign might be better located along the rear entrance
and that a logo sign be placed in its place on Yucca Lane. Boardmember Araluce noted that the mural
may not work in the alley as it competes with the larger mural on the frontage. The Board suggested that
the applicant consider raised cut-out letters or a more vertically oriented sign on the Yucca Lane frontage
instead of the mural. The Board also suggested that the applicant consider repeating the sculpture
imagery on Yucca Lane, if appropriate. The Board agreed that some sort of lighting would be
appropriate, depending on the final configuration of the signs. Boardmember Reginato suggested that
any lighting be low wattage and downward facing to avoid impacts to neighboring residential uses.

The Board felt that the signage along the Carpinteria Avenue frontage could be approved and suggested
that the applicant might move the painted wood sign to the left of the entrance to be more visible to
vehicular traffic. The Board agreed that the applicant might consider additional or different lighting on
Carpinteria Avenue. Boardmember Nomura suggested that the frontage may need more lighting.

The Board felt that the changes discussed at the start of the meeting by the applicant to the rear of the
building should be reconsidered if the rear entrance is to be used as a primary entrance to the restaurant.
The Board felt that potted plants or an arbor would soften the severity of the real area and make it more
inviting to customers. The Board suggested that the mural sign could be relocated to the rear entrance to
give it more emphasis as an entrance. The Board also suggested the applicant lower the wall along
Yucca Lane, by two to four courses, to open up the rear patio. Boardmember Johnson suggested that the
applicant consider design elements that would make the patio space more human scale and appear more
like a gathering space than a service entry, also suggesting patio furniture and umbrellas.

The Board generally appreciated the color changes to the building and liked that the colors would serve
to contrast with the bulk of the building. The Board suggested that the colors be toned down or softened.
Boardmember Ellinwood noted that red color could be used to highlight the window and door frames as
well. The Board requested that the applicant provide new, mole subtle colors with the next review of the
project.

In addition and separate from this application, the Board suggested that the applicant work with the City
Public Works Department to remove a "No Parking" sign along Yucca Lane that appears in disrepair and
to install a bike rack along the Carpinteria Avenue frontage.

ACTION: Motion by Boardmember Nomura, seconded by Boardmember Ellinwood, to continue the
review to the December 16,2010 hearing of the Architectural Review Board to consider the discussed
modifications.

VOTE 5-O

OTHER BUSINESS: None

C :\USERS\LOREN A\ARB Minutes\20 I 0\ I I -l 8-l 0-min doc



ACTIONS, ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD Date: November 18,2010
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CONSENT CALENDAR:
o Action Minutes of the Architectural Review Board meeting held October 28,2010.

ACTION: Motion by Boardmember Johnson, seconded by Boardmember Reginato to approve Action
Minutes of October 28th with additional text describing the elimination of the fr."*uy faóing sign and
the introduction of an architectural element (engaged tower) complimentary to the existing architecture
to dress up the backside like the building. The most likely location would be the north east comer of the
building parallel with the Highway. Landscaping along the backside of the buildings would also be
welcomed.

VOTE: 4-0 Qrlomura Abstain)

MATTERS REF'ERREI) BY THE PLANNING COMMISSION/CITY COUNCIL - None

MATTERS PRESENTED BY STAFF - None

ADJOURNMENT

Chair Araluce adjourned the meeting at 6:20 p.m. to the next regularly scheduled meeting to be
held at 5:30 pm on Thursday, December 16,2010 in City Council Chambers. All
Boardmembers indicated they would be in attendance.

Secretary, Architectural Review Board

ATTEST:

Chair, Architectural Review Board

G:\USERS\LORENA\ARB Minutes90l0\l I -l 8- I 0-min doo



ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARI)
Meeting Date: December 16,2010

ACTION MINUTES
fhe mèaiins *ãs cãiËd tò ót¿eiã130 p.r"jy Wii[iam Araluce, Chair.

ROLL CALL
Boardmemberspresent: ScottEllinwood

Wade Nomura
Richard Johnson
William Araluce
Jim Reginato

Boardmembersabsent: None

oiuÈnT pnn-sEl,{T: ãpp.o*i-átèty 25 interesteà p..rons were present. - i

PRESENTATIONS BY CITIZENS - None

CITY OF CARPINTERIA
57 7 5 Carpinteria Avenue
Carpinteria Califomia 93 0 1 3

PROJECT REVIEW
l) Applicant: Peoples' Self-Help Housing Corporation Planner: Steve Goggia

ProjectNumber: 09-1521-DPICDP/LLA: DahliaCourtExpansion
Project Location: 1300 Dahlia Court
Zoning: Planned Residential Development (PRD 20)

Hearing on the request of Peoples' Self-Help Housing Corporation to consider a Final review of a
proposal to construct 33 new apartments and a 4,347 square foot community center adjacent to the
existing Dahlia Court Apartments. There would be 19 new 2-bedroom units and 14 new 3-bedroom
units. The cornmunity center would include a multi-purpose room, kitchen, reception area, two
offtces, two classrooms, health screening room, restrooms, laundry room, storage and mechanical
rooms to be shared by Dahlia Court residents. The approximately two-acre site is zoned Planned
Residential Development (PRD 20) and shown as APNs 003-590-052,051 and-042.

DISCUSSION:

Members of Peoples' design and engineering team provided information regarding minor changes that
had been made since the Preliminary review. In general, the few changes made are minor in nature.

ACTION: Motion by Boardmember Johnson, seconded by Boardmember Reginato, to recommend
Final Approval with the following comments:

. The roofing material should be heavily textured;
Treat the color of the flat roof portions so they blend in with the roofing material; and
Use a smooth steel trowel finish for the stucco walls.
Boardmember Reginato also suggested that bitchathane be used for added protection around the
windowsills.

o

a

a

VOTE 5-O
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PROJECT REVIE\ry
2) Applicant: Al Winsor, for Crushcakes / Shannon Noormand Planner: Shanna R. Farley

Project Number: 10-1568 -ARB/SIGN
Project Location: 4945 Carpinteria Avenue
Zoning: Central Business (CB)

This is the continued preliminarylfinal review of a request for a tenant signage for Crushcakes
Bakery and Café and a modification to the existing Planned Sign Program for the subject multi-
tenant building to allow the requested sign types to be permitted. The project also includes minor
exterior modifications to the façade of the tenant space. The applicant will present the revised sign
and site modifications at the hearing.

DISCUSSION
Applicant, Al Winsor, presented the Board with revisions to the sign and site improvements. He noted
that the rear entrance would require adequate ramping to ensure that ADA standards are met and
therefore the entry structure would help meet those design criteria. He explained that the rear entryway
would have an industrial funky look to match the concepts and style of Crushcakes. The plans included a
wood fence, a steel entry arch, a pergola, potted plants. Business owner, Shannon Norman, commented
that they hope to maintain the rear wall on Yucca Lane at its existing height of six feet to buffer the
outdoor patio from the traffic along the alleyway. They also simplified the signage on Carpinteria
Avenue and Yucca Lane to have metal backlit letters and a cupcake logo, rather than a painted mural
sign. They also noted that plantings would be used to soften the space, The applicants noted that the
cupcake sculpture may be put on hold until an artist can be identified to meet the design requirements set
forth by the ARB at the November 18, 2010 meeting.

Boardmember Discussion :

The Board was generally supportive of the revised plans that emphasize the rear entrance and
appreciated the use of plantings to soften the area. The Board agreed that the building colors should be
altered to create a contrast with the rest of the building, but suggested that a softer red colored be
considered. The Board discussed opportunities to improve the paving at the rear of the building, which is
currently asphalt. The Board suggested that an epoxy or acrylic material could be used to color the
asphalt to make it less harsh and cooler. Boardmember Nomura suggested that the applicant consider
additional or different lighting on the rear and front entrances to coordinate with the sign materials. The
Board agreed with the applicants in their request to maintain the rear wall at a height of six feet to buffer
against traffic noises.

ACTION: Motion by Boardmember Johnson, seconded by Boardmember Nomura, to give preliminary
approval to the project with the following comments and to return with Final drawings.

o Consider new building colors, more in keeping with the color palette of Carpinteria and not as

bold of a red color that was earlier proposed;
. Consider planting and patio elements to soften and humanize fhe scale of the rear entrance; and
o Finalize signage and lighting plans to coordinate on all frontages.

VOTE 5-O

G:\USERS\LORENA\ARB Minutes9Ol 0\12-16-1O-nrin doc



ACTIONS, ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD Date: December 16,2070
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3) Applicant: Ron Gibson for City Market
Project Number: l0-1569 -ARB/SIGN
Project Location: 5292 Carpinteria Avenue
Zoning: Commercial Planned Development (CPD)

This is the preliminarylfinal review of a request for a tenant signage for new tenant City Market
and a modification to the existing Planned Sign Program for the subject multi-tenant building to
allow the requested sign types to be permitted.

DISCUSSION
The applicant presented a brief presentation about the signs. The business o\À/ner noted that the excessive
signs have been removed from the front windows of the business and that the windows will be kept clear
of signage in the future. The applicant and owner expressed the concerns for reducing the trim fascia
surrounding the building from 36 inches to 8 to 12 inches to allow more visibility of the shop windows.

Boardmember Discussion:
The Board generally appreciated that the new City Market was putting a great deal of effort into cleaning
up the site and doing a remodel of the space. The Board agreed that the reduction in the fascia trim
would be appropriate and an improvement to the business frontage to allow more visibility of the interior
of the store. Boardmember Ellìnwood suggested that the fascia trim color and the sign colors could be
mirrored on the trimmed fascia board. Boardmember Reginato suggested that the two light box sign
depths be reduced to the shallowest amount possible. The Board agreed that new landscaping should be
installed near the ground sign. Plants should be low and avoid plantings that would grow above the level
of the signs. The Board suggested that the light box signs incorporate a scalloped corner to mimic the
ground signs. The Board agreed that the two light box signs should match the colors of the ground sign
in white and teal, with either a white background with teal letters or teal background with white letters.

ACTION: Motion by Boardmember Ellinwood, seconded by Boardmember Nomura, to recommend a
Preliminary approval with the following suggested modifications:

o Landscaping to be planted in front of ground sign;
o Reduce depths of light boxes to extent possible;
o Put a 45-degree angle on the corners of the light box sign;
. Light box colors to match ground sign colors;
. Trim fascia to be reduced to 8-12 inches and painted to match other trim details; and
¡ Repair and replace flashing and edge details with new materials.

VOTE 5-O

C :\USERS\LORENA\ARB Minutes\2O I 0\l 2-l 6- I 0¡n in doc



ACTIONS, ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD

Debbie V/aldecker for California State Park
(Carpinteria State Beach)

Project Number: 10-1571-ARB
Project Location: 5361 6th Street
Zoning: Recreation (REC)

This is the preliminary review of a request to improve public use facilities at the State Beach
including new accessible restrooms, two armadas at the day use area, one new accessible
restroom with showers in Santa Rosa and San Miguel Campgrounds, and ADA-compliant
campsites, parking and pathways. The project site is located in the California State Park -
Carpinteria State Beach.

DISCUSSION
Applicant, Richard Rozzelle, explained the need for the project to meet ADA project goals and improve
the Carpinteria State Beach facilities. He noted that the project design is meant to compliment the newer
bathroom structures that are located in the campgrounds and throughout the State Park system. The
Board and applicant generally clarified the materials and designs shown on the plans.

Boardmember Discussion:
The Board generally discussed the materials and color selection in their relationship to the architectural
style and beach area of Carpinteria. Boardmember Johnson suggested that the Ramada fabric be a "less
heavy" and lighter color, to match the beach dune environment. Mr. Rozzelle commented that the dark
green fabric was chosen to match the neighboring Cypress tree canopy. The Board generally agreed that
the applicant should consider colors that might blend more with sky or sand tones and be less contrasting
with the environment. Boardmember Johnson and Ellinwood suggested that the roof elements of the
bathroom buildings be modified to blend more with the colors of the beach, suggesting a solid color over
a multiple color composition shingle roof. The Board suggested that a standing seam or corrugated metal
roof would have a longer life with less maintenance than a composition shingle roof and may
compliment the structures more than composition shingles. The Board discussed alternative materials to
be used for the columns structure of both the ramada and pergola structures in the project. The Board
encouraged the applicant to consider using the same material on both structures from congruency, by
using a steel column powder coated with a galvanized finish.

ACTION: Motion by Boardmember Ellinwood, seconded by Boardmember Reginato, to preliminarily
approve the project with the following modifications:

¡ Replace the vertical posts on the ramada structure with steel posts treated with a galvanized steel
"soft grey" finish;

o Replace the columns of the pergola structures of each of the bathroom buildings with the same
steel posts as the ramada structure, treated with a galvanized finish; and

o Replace the composition shingle roof on the bathroom buildings with a metal roof treated in a
similar galvanized finish as the posts above, in either a standing seam or corrugated metal
roofing material.

VOTE 5-O

Date: December 16,2010
Continued-Page 4

Planner: Shanna R. Farley

G:\USERS\LORENA\ARB Mimrtes90l0\l 2-l 6-1O-nrin doc
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Planner: Jonathan Leech
Project Number: 09-1 522-CUPICDP
Project Location: Linden Avenue US 101 Overcrossing Structure

Casitas Pass Road US 101 Overcrossing Structure
Vallecito Road to Linden Avenue

Zoning: Multiple zone districts including MHP, REC, A-5, 7-R-1 and UT

Hearing on the request LaraBertaina, agent, for Caltrans to consider Case No. 09-l 522-CTJPICDP
for continued conceptual review of a proposal to construct replacement overcrossing structures for
Linden Avenue and Casitas Pass Road at US Highway 101; to replace the US Highway 101 main-
line bridge structure over Carpinteria Creek; and to construct a roadway extension for Via Real
from east of Carpinteria Creek to Casitas Pass Road and from Vallecito Road to Linden Avenue to
allow Via Real to function as a continuous frontage road on the north side of US 101.

A presentation of the major structural components of the conceptual proposal was given by Contract
Planner Jonathan Leech, followed by David Emerson, Caltrans Landscape Architect. Caltrans Project
Manager (David Beard), Design Engineer (Amir Saedi), and Structural Engineers were in attendance and
helped with the applicant presentation.

The conceptual plans were brought back before the Board at this time to solicit further input on major
structural components that are critical to the next level of detail in the engineering work for the project.
Components presented included the shape of the support column for the overcrossings, the height of the
overcrossing structures, the type of girder design, and the rail treatment for the overcrossing and bridge
structures. Caltrans is proposing to use a vertical retaining wall at the north end of both overcrossing
structures, in order to minimize the elevation of the deck. Caltrans suggests an oval shape support
column, rather than square, as the northern retaining wall is a gentle arc, against which a round or oval
column would likely be more aesthetically pleasing. The overcrossing structures are proposed to employ
a solid closed barrier rail; the bridge structures are proposed to employ an open rail.

Public Comment:
Cathleen Dickey inquired how the Linden Avenue Overcrossing replacement would affect her properly
at Sawyer Avenue/Linden Avenue.

Board Discussion:
Bridges and Overcrossings:

. Veftical retaining wall on north end is acceptable as a means of minimizing the deck
depth for the overcrossing structures;

. Board is not opposed to using a vertical retaining wall also on the south side of the
overcrossing structures, for symmetry;

. The bridge girder should be concealed by the arched facade.

. The bridge structure should be an arched form spanning between the columns;

. Consider a large "cut stone" pattern to create a false arch over each travel lane (the State
Street undercrossing provides an example of this design); and

G :\USERS\LORENA\ARB Minutes\20 I 0\l 2-l 6- I 0-m in doc



ACTIONS, ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD Date: December 16,2010
Continued-Page 6

. Consider column and beam structures.

Supporl Columns for Overcrossings:

. Board agrees a round support column works well with the curved retaining wall design;

. Columns should be smooth concrete and include large cut stone patterns achieved by
incorporating reveals into the column surface.

. The columns should be brought out to the face of the bridge facade arched form. Bridge
arches should spring from the beams.

. Columns should not have a flare element at the top or bottom, keep it a simple cylinder.

Rail Treatment for Bridges/Overcrossings :

. Board did not express an opinion regarding the need for a coordinated theme to address
local and highway bridges and overcrossings;

. Board would like the Type 80 open rail barrier used for the bridge structures, with bike
rail where necessary; and

. Board understands the overcrossing structures need to employ a solid type banier; on top
of that solid banier the Board would like to see a trellis style structure similar to that
employed on new City bus shelters, with a mesh between the trellis upright elements.
Planning Staff was asked to provide Caltrans with a photo of the bus shelters for
reference.

ACTION: As this was a conceptual review no formal action was taken. Caltrans was cautioned that the
direction provided by the Board was advisor)¡ onl), under Concept Review, and told they would be
proceeding at their own risk in using the direction to develop detailed engineering plans. The nature of
approvals Caltrans appears to be seeking at this point would be consistent with Preliminary Review by
the ARB; the review of the application by the Planning Deparlment has not yet reached the point where
Preliminary Review is appropriate.

OTHBR BUSINESS: None

CONSENT CALENDAR:
o Action Minutes of the Architectural Review Board meeting held November 18, 2010.

ACTION: Motion by Boardmember Reginato, seconded by Boardmember Araluce to approve Action
Minutes of. November 18,2010.

:

OMMISSION/CITY COUNCIL - None i

i

I

lt___
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ADJOURNMENT

Chair Araluce adjourned the meeting at 9:2A p.m. to the next regularly scheduled meeting to be
held at 5:30 pm on Thursday, Jarnrary 13,2011 in City Council Chambers. All Boardmernbers
indicated they would be in attendance.

Chair, Architectural Review Board

ACTIONS, ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD Date: December t6,21010
Continued-Page7


